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The development of large-scale. high-speed electronic computers
has provided mankind with a powerful tool which can be used to manipulate
-large volumes of data.

As a result. more different types of information

are being obtained from more individuals by

surveyg=~~ps

and governmental
Ii

,

agencies today than ever'before.
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Unfortunately. the analysis of such large data files is not always
clear-cut.
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One reason for this is that many of the standard statistical

procedures which are available have been developed either for small data
. files or for situations in which the underlying variables tend not to interact.

However. when there are complex inter-relationships among variables
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and, the underlying research design involves disproportionate sub-class numbers,

a number of difficulties arise. Moreover, such questions are further complicated by the extent to

w~ich

the measurement scales for the underlying variables

tend to be qualitative rather than quantitative.
such files means that

co~puter

unless carefully managed.

Finally, the large size of

manipulations of the data will be expensive

All of these reasons support a need for a dif-

ferent type of approach to statistical methodology for large data sets rather
than small ones in which cost can be minimized, computational singularities
can be avoided, and the main effects and interactions can be isolated'
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and interpreted.

One possible strategy for accomplishing "these objectives

is based upon the "gro,vth curve model" for multivariate data.
In growth curve experiments, one has a moderate number of experimental units or subjects (eg., between 50 and 300) who have been assigned to the different treatment combinations of some factorial design
(eg., a factorial with diet effects, crowding effects, temperature effects,
etc.)

There are several dependent variables of interest like total height

and weight, height and weight gain; certain aspects

or

metabolism, some

. characteristics of behavior, and finally, several related uncontrolled independent variables "(covariables) like initial ~eight, parental height and
weight, and certain
~

enviro~~ental

effects.

Data for all dependent variables

and certain independent variables are recorded longitudinally in time for
. moderate number of d{stinct time points (eg., between 2 and 100).

As a result,

for such variables, one has a large number of measurements in the sense that
th~re

may be 300 subjects and 100 time points which generates 30,000 obser-

vations.
A

straightforw~rd

way of efficiently analyzing this type of data

is to use the "growth curve model" approach.

This procedure has two phases.

First of all, each subject is considered separately and

either~multiple

. regression or some other appropriate method is used to summarize the pattern
in variation over time for each longitudinal variable; for example, estimates are obtained for the intercept, the linear trend, the quadratic curvature, the cubic or higher order contortions.
~

These estimates and their

corresponding estimated variance-covariance matrix represent the output of
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the first phase and the input to the second phase.

In terms of computer
.

time, it involves exactly one run through the 30,000 case file.

The

second phase involves applying multivariate analysis of variance to the
vectors of estimated parameters from the first phase for the 300 subjects.
Hence, the variation in values of these vectors is to be explained in terms
of differences among the subjects with respect to Jactorial design effects
and covariables.

Actually, a number of computer runs can be practically

carried out at this stage, because one is working with a much smaller data
-file; (eg., in situations where intercept, linear, and quadratic terms
suffice, 30,000 observations have been replaced by 3 estimates for each of
300 cells or 900).
-.;;
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Finally, in certain situations \'lhere the time points for different
subjects are not the same, there is occasionally "interest in using a generalized weighted" multivariate analysis of variance.

However, this is not al-

ways required since unbiased estimates are derived from the unweighted approach.

In summary, this two phase methodology is straightforward and

direct, is reasonably inexpensive, and leads to estimated parameters and
tests of significance which can be clearly interpreted.
The previous discussion has indicated that growth curve experiments can be analyzed in an efficient and systematic manner in spite of the fact that they involve a large number of observations.

The ques-

tion of interest now is whether the same approach can be suitably adapted
to other types of large data files.

I

In other words, can such data be

approached in a two phase fashion in vhich
1.

The data file is partitioned into a moderate number of
distinct subsets analogous to the subjects of the growth
curve experiment; and separate analyses are performed
within each subset which lead to a set of estimated
parameters.

Inthi~

context, the data within each sub-

set are transformed into a set of effects and their estimated variances and covariances.
2.

The set of estimates for the respective subsets are then
synthesized together by suitable methods of 'multivariate
analysis.

With these remarks in mind, it is apparent that the "growth curveapproachl l
can be applied in spirit to almost any large scale research project.

The

principal issue, in essence, is the extent to which the data can be partitioned into meaningfUl sub-groups and the extent to which data within the
respective sub-groups can be summarized in terms, of a simplified set of
estimated parameters.
~e

definition of a sub-group partition for some given data set can

usually be based on a classification of variables into types

~hich

are

descriptive of their roles in the statistical analysis. 'The'first type
··of variable is the dependent variable.

These are the specific entities

,in terms of which some conclusive statement is to be made.

Here, we

shall assume that there is a single dependent variable of interest, although the methodology is readily extended to the case of multivariate dependent variables •

......
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The second type of variable are blocking variables which are descriptive of the variety of sub-groups to which a subject belongs.
These variables play a role analogous to the

differ~ntial

experimental

conditions which are assigned to the experimental units in the standard.
growth curve experiment.

Also) they define the" totality of subsets of

data within "'hich the first phase of analysis is to be undertaken.
one will

int~rpret

Usually,

the blocking variables to define sub-groups in a com-

.pletely cross-classified sense; i.e., for every combination of distinct
levels of each blocking variable, there will correspond a sub-group which
will be analyzed in the first phase.

However) in many actual situations,
.
.
this may not be realistically feasible because of disproportionate frequencies of subjects in the cross-classified scheme and, in particular)
missing or empty sub-groups.

Here) one may use a system of hierarchial

sub-groups in which certain blocking variables are used to .define subgroups only within specific combinations of other blocking variables.
The mixed hierarchial and cross-classified scheme which arises in this
• manner can be analyzed by methods similar to those which are used for
analogous kinds of classical experimental designs.
Finally, most of'this discussion has implied that blocking variables
will be used to define sub-group

s~ructures.

However) in some cases tone

may want to have certain blocking variables play the same role as covariables

in the second phase of analysis.

In other words) the totality of blocking

variables may define such a large number of very small sub-groups (even
with hierarchial modifications) that little or no confidence can be placed
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in the results of the first phase even after synthesis in the

s~c6nd
.... :-.. ....
.

phase.

~
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Hence, one uses some of the blocking variables to define sub-

groups; and then for each sub-group obtains the mean (or some other
appropriate

measure.) for the remaining blocking variables.

defines ",hat· will be
~or'these

cal~ed

One then

modified blocking variables as the set of values

means across the totality of

sub-groups~

These modified block-

fng variables are functions whose domain of definition is the totality
of sub-groups (hence, t~ey may be still labeled as blocking variables)
and whose range of values are the corresponding sets of within
group·~eans.

sub~

They are distinguished fr,om strict blocking variables in

the sense that in the second phase of analysis, they wi;J.1 be treated as
~

covariables which are descriptive of sub-groups whereas the strict
blocking variables define the sub-groups.

In this context, it is apparent

that such modified blocking variables can play a: role which may partially
explain any interaction among the strict blocking variables.
~e

·third type of variable· is the independent variable in terms of

which variations in the dependent variable . are to be explained.

To some

extent, the designations of blocking variable and independent variable
are interchangeable although the concepts are different as are the roles
the,y play in the growth curve model approach.

The principal distjnction

1s a functional one in that the independent variable is used as a basis
o~

a comparison or otber relationship involving the dependent variable

vhUe the blocking variables define the totality of sub-groups.
~.

More

specifically, the independent variables are used in the first phase of
analysis to explain the variation of the dependent variable while the
blocking variable is used in the second phase to interpret and summarize

1
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the patterns of relationship.

Thus, at the first phase, the variation of

a dependent variable as a function of several independent variables within
a specific sUb-group is analogous to the changing

gro~~h

characteristics

of a subject in a grornh curve experiment over a longitudinal period of
time.

As explained previously, such data can be transformed into a set

of estimated parameters which reflect the

effec~s

of the corresponding

independent variables by means of multiple regression or some other suitable procedure.

Then, such estimates can be further studied with respect

to the blocking variables in the second phase by multivariate analysis
of variance (or some appropriate analogue).

The. primary question which
.....
remains for a specific data file is the aecision as to which variables are
to be blocking variables and which ones are to be

inde~endent

variables.

The principal criterion for classifying variables which will be
. recommended here is 'the extent to which a variable interacts with the
. dependent variable.

However, the way in which this criterion is implemented

may vary. from one application to another.

If there exists a set of

variables which c.an be used to define natural sub-groups, and if aD. of
• these variables tend not to interact vita the other independent variables according to their effects on the dependent variable, but may
interact with each

othe~,

then these variables can be used as the block-

ing variables provided that there are only a few (eg., <8) independent
variables which remain and which may interact with the dependent variable.
The resulting analyses from the first phase are complex in this situatiol); but under such assumptions about the sub-groups, all have the same
.~

structure.

Moreover, in the second phase of analysis, one should find
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that only the "constant" term of the regression is affected by the effects
of the blocking variable.

Hence. the data can be explained in rather

simplified terms after the second phase; namely. in terms of the multivariate analysis of variance of the "constant" term sholving the effects
of the blocking variables and the "average regression equation" across
the sub-groups showing the effects of the independent variables.

On the

other hand. if it turnsou't that coefficients other than the "constant"
term

~re influenced by the blocking variables. then interpretation becomes

difficult because.this implies the existence of a possibly complex interaction
between the independent variables and the blocking variables.

Hence. an alter-

native approach is of interest.
The basis of the alternative strategy is the principle that "no interaction" is a well-defined concept whereas "existence of interaction" can mean
almost anything.

Hence. one chooses the independent variables to be those

variables which do not interact with one another with respect to prediction
of the dependent variable within each of the specific sub-groups defined
-by the remaining blocking variables.

In other words. the association be-

tween the dependent variable and the independent variables can be expressed
'.

in simple additive terms:once the effects of the blocking variables have
been removed.

For many applications. the number of variables which have

this property will be small (ee •• less than 10).
remaining variables will be blocking variables.

I

to

~

0°

fo~

Hence, most of the
If all of them were used

sub-groups. there would be too many sub-groups which were too scalI.

Hence, the ones which are believed to be most important (in the sense of
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being the source of greatest variation with respect to the second phase)
will be used as the strict blocking variables and the remaining opes viII
be used as modified blocking variables as defined earlier.
Hence, at the first stage, we obtain a set of sub-groups across
whicn"there is interaction but within which there is no interaction.
fits the no interaction

m~tiple

One

regression models to each of the sub-groups

defined by the blocking variables.

Each of these -will have a meaningful

and simplified interpretation in its own right because of being based
"

.

on a "no interaction model.
of

"variance

will

At the second stage, mult:veriate analysis

again be applied to the vector of estimated paratleters.

Here, not only the variation of the constant term will be of interest,
but also the variation of each of the main effects.

The analysis of the

constant term "rill provide one with a description of the main efi'ects
pnd interactions of the blocking variables with one another with respect
to their roles in explaining the dependent variable.

The analyses of

" the main effect coefficients for the respective independent variables will
.,,-

be indicative of their interactions with the blocking variables.

.

~ither

In

context, a clear summary of the relationship of the dependent variable

to the
.- independent and blocking variables will be forthcoming.

This,

in principle, completes the discussion of the methodological strategy.
However, some statement should be made about deciding vhich variables are
interacting or not and vhich ones are important sources of variation.

For

the present, this question will be deferred by noting that there do exist
standard stepwise regression programs vhich provide certain aspects of

e··

this type of information.

Otherwise, the remaining cooponents of the "grovth

"curve approach" are rather straightforward to apply.

Some illus"trations

of theory and specific application viII be given at a later date.
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